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 . Special thanks to Spawn83 for the soundtrack. Sam and the soundtrack provided by PsyTrance Icons for the music. Your
feedbacks and comments are important for me and I will put it on the gaming episode.

____________________________________________________________________________ This is a tribute to
IAmTheDuke. The animation was the most beautiful i have seen. I will put this in my ikdimsn64 YouTube playlist with all his
animations. ____________________________________________________________________________ Music: Sam: My

channel: (IAmTheDuke) (Spawn83) (PsyTranceIcons)
____________________________________________________________________________ Thanks to

TheGTAVForGameXBOX360 for the official title and name to the theme. Official IAmTheDuke group on Facebook:
____________________________________________________________________________ This video is only about the

original game. No extra-onions have been used. I have installed the game with half-life before the patch 1.05 and played it the
way it should be played. It's no mod or hack. So, enjoy :)..., and think like a man!... " IAmTheDuke " NdS2D (formerly known

as DualS2D) is a simple yet powerful implementation of DirectX 9.0/10 in SDL2. NdS2D is a console-style development
environment that contains SDL2, GLEW, GLFW and ODBC and can run on Linux/Windows/Mac and even Android. It

supports full-screen/window/borderless/resizable display mode. You can draw in your window directly and/or call the ODBC
engine. You can either use a cursor file or use the default cursor. You can use Visual Studio 2010/2012/2013 IDE with C++ and

DirectX SDK for your coding, while integrating your development with the software. You can also bind multiple inputs to
different keys/buttons in SDL and set the game/application's window to be a fullscreen/borderless window. You can have a

menu for the game 82157476af
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